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The Lok Sabha met at Eleven of the 
Clock.

[Mr. S p e a k e r  in the Chair] 

OBITUARY REFERENCE

MR. SPEAKER: I have to inform 
the House of the sad demise of Shri
H. K Veeranna Gowdha who passed 
away at Bangalore on the 7th April, 
1975 at the age of 77.

Shri Gowdha was a Member of 
Third Lok Sabha during the» years 
1965—67 from Bangalore Constituency 
of the erstwhile State of Mysore. 
Starting as a Member of the Mysore 
Representative Assembly before in
dependence, he was a Member of the 
State Legislature for a number of 
years. He was a member of the 
Mysore Constituent Assembly during 
the years 1947-48 and of the Mysore 
Legislative Assembly during the years 
1949—62, He also served as Minister 
twice in the Government of Mysore 
during the years 1956 to 1958 and then 
during the years 1960 to 1962. He was 
issociated with various students’ 
organisations and educational institu
tions.

We deeply mourn the loss of this 
friend and I am sure the House will 
join me in conveying our condolences 
to the bereaved family.

The House may stand in silence for 
a short while to express its sorrow.

The Members then stood in silence 
for  a short while.
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ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Probe into Periodic Power Failures 
at Tarapor Atomic Power Plant

*482. SHRI VASANT SATHE: Will 
the Minister of ATOMIC ENERGY 
be pleased to state:

(a) whether Government have in
vestigated into the reasons for perio
dic power failures at Tarapur Atomic 
Power Plant;

(b) if so, findings thereof; and

(c) the action taken/proposed in 
the matter?

THE MINISTER OF ENERGY 
(SHRI K. C. PANT): (a) The De
partment of Atomic Energy keeps a 
close watch on the performance of the 
Tarapur Atomic Power Station De
fects noticed are being promptly at
tended to and remedial action taken. 
There has been no necessity of any 
special investigation.

(b) and (c). Do not arise.

SHRI VASANT SATHE; I would 
like to know from the hon. Minister 
if his attention has been invited to the 
report which appeared in Clarity 
dated 20-3-76 which says:

“An American newsman, Paul 
Jacobs, in the February-March issue 
of ‘Mother Jones’, a newly launched 
magazine in New York has exposed 
the sinister lole played by the US 
multi-nationals w'hich set up nu
clear plants abroad.

Jacobs focus is on the Tarapur 
nuclear plant.. .Tarapur was built 
jointly by two American compa-
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aie«: General Electric and the Be- 
chtal Corporation, the world's lar
gest privately- owned construction 
and engineering firm.

la  December 1972,, Clifford Beck, 
an officer of the US Atomic Energy 
Commission, visited the Tara pur 
plant on what Jacobs describes as a 
'routine protocol tour* of nine na
tions.

further, this Report goes on to say 
that it was because of leakages kept m 
the construction of the system that 
condenser leaks. There are three or 
our reports which this Reporter has 

quoted and it says: “Walker, however, 
did. not perform the whitewash that 
Bechtel was angling for.”  He report
ed, "Condenser leaks cause a very 
serious problem. Some reluctance to 
inserting also exists due to the suffo
cation death which occured in the 
suppression chamber. Leakage from 
the primary systems in the drywells 
is a continuing pvoblmi at Tar a pur 
which is responsible for periodical 
shutdowns.”  I would like to know 
whether this I’e p o r t  bared on reports 
made by these various authorities, has 
come to the notice of the hon. Minister 
and whether any action has been 
taken to make further investigation 
of our own?

SHRI K. C. PANT. This is an old 
plant—03 71c' ' F. tl^n, techno
logy has evolved in this field which is 
a fast changing and fast developing 
field. In the course of the la3t few 
years—this went into commercial 
operation in October, 1969—We have 
found that while m the first year, the 
growth generation was high and 
afterwards it fe ll Then it rose and 
fell again. It has been the sccond 
highest since 1970-71 because as the 
years passed, the defect* have been 
identified. The original design inade
quacies o f which my friend *poke, of 
which condenser tubes are one. a 
study trttt been undertaken to 'eplade 
the original brass aluminium conden
ser tubes by titanium tubes. That is,

for instance, one specific problem* 
Similarly, he mentioned about leak
ages. I think, hi» means leakages 
from the fuel bundles. That again has 
been identified. Fuel bundles have 
bean changed and all o f them are be
ing replaced. The improved opera
tional procedures have greatly reduc
ed the number of pcwer failures in the 
last one year. 1 havte fig’ ires 11 ere of 
the number of outages which were 29 
in 1978-74, 19 in 1974-75 ard only 4 in
1975-76. Thus with the passage of 
time and improvements btought about 
by our technicians, there lias been 
definite improvement both in genera
tion and in reducing the number of 
outages, I have not seen the Press 
item which he has mentioned

SHRI VASANT SATHE: I am
happy that we are taking c'tre to re
medy the mistakes. I am particularly 
concerned because the reputation of 
Bechtels who has, as the House 
knows, messed up with our pirclnies 
in Baraum, about which Takru Com
mission has shown that the alignment 
was not proper, is not upto the mark. 
Now, it ha<; been shown th"t Bcchtels 
were connected with CIA operations 
in various other countries. According 
to Jacobs Walker discovered that, 
leakages are causing mschcduled 
shutdowns, that the vital radioactive 
waste systems are being overloaded, 
that electncal insulation problems 
have developed in the reactor's dry
wells” . These are scientific reports of 
experts. If this is only H natural de
fact, then our engineers who are 
worthy may correct them. But if 
there is a mischief in the whole thing, 
then that is something more serious. 
That is why you may do at least an in
ternal investigation—I can understand 
they are delicate parts, but you can 
do at least some internal investiga
tion—to see if some mischief was in
volved in this. In that c « e , I would 
like to know what remedial measures 
we are going to take about it

SHRI K. C. PANT: This is not the 
first time that this problem has come
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to our notice. It was gone into seve
ral times, i f  my hw . friend sends me 
the specific article he quotes from, I 
shall certainly pass it on to the de
partment to have another look at the 
problem. But this *s not a new pro
blem; that is all I say. We are aware 
of the leakage and reduction in out
age. Our technicians are well able to 
take care of the problem

Secondly, i i  rrd^r to compare the 
functioning of this stAtiort with ether 
stations, the department carried out 
an evaluation in the year 1973-74. 
They say that the station’s perform
ance compared favourably with ther
mal stations in the country and also 
with similar nuclei* power stations 
in the United States in regard to 
break down and ou*agcs and that its 
output per kw compared ?atisfacto- 
rily with corresponding modern ther
mal stations m the country etc.

The only point I am making is, 
whereas there are defects which have 
been identified, which I have men
tioned in the beginning and which 
have been stated in the House, which 
we shall certainly be prepared to look 
into if necessary, our technician 5 are 
well able to take care of the problems 
which he has pointed out.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: Recent
ly some reports had appeared in the 
press to the effect that the time is no>v 
approaching when this plant will re
quire frtash supplies of enriched ura
nium from the United States to re
plenish its fuel, but the United Slates’ 
authorities were contemplating whe
ther they should supply nny further 
amount of fuel or not in view of their 
well-known hostile attitude to the 
peaceful nuclear exploision which we 
carried out last year. If such a con
tingency arises, when these supplies 
are cut off or delayed or reduced, 
what impact would it have on the 
working of the Tarapore plant?

SHRI K. C. PANT: The United
States' authorities, that is, the United 
States Government, is committed to 
th* fulfilment of its contractual obli
gations, so far as the supply of fuel

element ig concerned. But a 
group of citizens in the United 
States have raised objection before 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
o f  that country to the supply of en
ticed uranium to the Tarapora atomic 
power station. This resulted in de
lay in the export of enriched uranium, 
not only to the Tarapore atomic power 
station but also to some similar plants 
in some other countries. The Gov
ernment of India’s position has been 
fully explained, suitably explained, 
to the Government of the United 
States. This is where the matter 
stands now and the question of fur
ther supply is presently under the 
consideration of the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission. We shall watch the 
development there and, at the mo
ment, I would not like to say any
thing beyond that, for ieasons which 
I think my friend knows.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: is it
possible within the terms of the 
agreement for one party to unilateral
ly cancel the agreement?

SHRI K. C. PANT: The United
States stands committed to its obliga
tions Beyond that, at this stage I 
hopQ my hon friend would not ask me 
to say anything.

SHRI K. S. CHAVDA- Gujarat has 
suffered the most due to repeated 
power failures at the atomic power 
plant at Tarapore. May I know whe
ther Government intends to set up 
another atomic plant somewhere in 
Gujarat, and if so. where*

MR. SPEAKER; Next question.

* 490. :
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